Trafford College Group - Supported Experiment Appendices Document
1. Link to Teams Champions Project PPT Presentations shared at our online meetings
https://tcg.padlet.org/alisonmagee/ddj26sqf8etvw95
2. Online assessment with forms and quizzes – Apprenticeship Early Years tutor: Samantha Armitage
Samantha’s reflection: This project has been very successful for our team, I have gained positive feedback
from two apprentices who mentioned that they liked the quiz and the way it gave an instant result on how
they did instead of having to wait for work to be marked. I have also gained feedback from other
assessors/trainers that liked the analytical overview as it helps to identify areas that may need readdressing
in training or individual support with learners. As a result of this we have produced two end point
assessment exams on forms to help gain an insight on the readiness of apprentices, and have discussed how
we can add further knowledge quizzes to monitor and record memory checks throughout their
apprenticeship following the first one we trialled (a safeguarding quiz).
We have however reflected upon the number of apprentices that could access these quizzes/tests and
considered how the data could be affected or potentially not give a true overview, considering that if a new
form was created each academic year this would provide a current overview of the knowledge within the
current cohort of apprentices and therefore we would be able to reflect on how changes in our training and
support has had an effect on the data when compared to the previous cohort.
Progress is being made for Digital change that will be useful year-on-year for assessment, planning and
monitoring purposes.

3. Interactive Apps experimentation and impact on learners – Sport Teacher: Alan Taylor

Alan’s reflection…
Using a variety of digital technology to challenge learners, this is in keeping with some of the topics the
students are learning. I have been using a variety of different digital technologies so far, recording
technology, Padlet, Wakelet, Kahoot, Forms and Quiz on Teams.
Above is feedback from students showing our use of digital technology is deemed effective by our learners
for their learning and experience.
I have personally enjoyed trying lots of different forms of technology and seeing the different responses and
levels of engagement it elicits from learners.
I have also enjoyed how much it has enhanced my TfL and developed my teaching strategies.
The learners appear to be increasingly engaged when I use digital learning, which differs from when they
had to use digital learning in lockdown or when I have had to teach online.
Learner Feedback:

4. Interactive Apps experimentation and impact on learners – Lecturer and Teaching Learning and
Innovation Practitioner: Janet Clare

Janet’s reflection: Based on the learners’ feedback and my own observations using Padlet provided the
opportunity for learners to work and to learn from each other. Based on written work produced by learners
it was evident that using this strategy helped learners to not only develop higher-level thinking skills but
boost their confidence and self-esteem as well.
Janet’s GMCG presentation overview is accessible here JanetClare.mp4 on Vimeo
Collaborative Learner work – example shared https://tcg.padlet.org/alisonmagee/uiqo9dryv42ic2lf
Example Activity Shared - Lesson Aim A: Sect, elect.
This activity provided learners with a source to aid revision.
Learners worked in pairs to:
•
•

‘Select’ the most important facts, ideas, concepts, or terms from your allocated topic that is relevant
to the Fachetti Group.
‘Elect’ what you think is the most significant knowledge or idea/concept that they need to
understand in relation to the Fachetti Group.

Learner feedback:

5. Deepening learning through exploring questioning techniques - ESOL Lecturer and Teaching
Learning and Innovation Practitioner: Julie Milner
Access the link to Julie’s Triptico Lesson example. This shares her insight into her work and learner
feedback. The presentation is interactive and explains discoveries and reflections along the way.
https://www.tripticoplus.com/media/resources/lessonPlayer.html?save=37165
example excerpts…

Julie wrote:
‘I started using Triptico more in my lessons, particularly the Connections activity. I find it's great for
teaching, reinforcing and revising vocab + concepts. I can add more probing questions as well as the
questions, meaning students can answer at different levels. Students are involved in the whole lesson
and it brings an aspect of competition. I've seen students more keen to take part in lessons and handing
in homework more regularly.’
Julie’s Initial GMCG Presentation is accessible here https://vimeo.com/662602616

Julie’s Class Padlet activity examples:
https://tcg.padlet.org/juliemilner/swusopc4t3foe4tu

Padlet for info – read only reference example
https://tcg.padlet.org/juliemilner/2237pet31c3jom0w

6. Digital Ink to support Learning – Science Lecturer: Michael Woods

Example of Class notes from Microsoft Whiteboard combined with Smart board. Microsoft Whiteboard
saved and shared as a png.

7. Using Forms for Homework Tasks – GCSE English Lecturer: Oliver Graham
Oliver shared early findings and his personal thoughts as follows. This project is still ongoing.
What was the impact on learning?
Students have had the opportunity to reflect on and recollect learning. They are also more likely to read
short texts related to the quiz.
How did learners respond?
A gradual increase has been achieved from 20/90 to 40/90 students completing the work.
How did this compare to your initial aim?
It has been a success so far, almost doubling participation. However, I need to use more functions on the
sheets and encourage further completion. They are also time consuming to complete.

8. Using Microsoft Forms as a form of initial interview during enrolment and induction – Progression
Curriculum lecturer: Gillian Piercy

Implementation and impact

Gillian’s reflection:
It helped us to gain a better understanding of the complex needs of our learners so that we could
implement mentoring/CIAG/EAA. It has also enhanced the department use of the GROW and LIP
process.
Information gathered from this process has given management opportunity to download statistical data
for use in the QUIP, SAR and Position Statement. All of this could be sourced digitally without any
paperwork crossing hands.
9. Improve the visual look of the Moving Image Channel on the Teams Page to improve the student
experience and engagement - L2 Creative Media Lecturer: Kirsty Wilkinson

TCG Tutor and Teams Champion Kirsty - Media L2 embarked on a project with the aim to visually
transform her Teams Channel and heighten learner engagement with more informative Teams posts.
Learner Feedback and Quotes:

On a scale of 1-5 rate: how much you prefer your Teams page now with the new Posts?
Score: 4.33
•
•
•

'it has help me find thing quicker it its good eye catching'
'this is very helpful and I can find work easier'
'This is more easier to learn and find the right lessons to help me with my work.'

Example Teams Page before…

Example Teams Page after…

10. Creative approaches to raising standards in the digital age – Hair and Beauty Programme Leaders:
Lorraine Chaisty + Angela Crook

Lesson Activities shared as Posts in Teams Channels – learners can revisit the chapters anytime.

Lorraine Chaisty… ‘We are trying to make the maths and English feel alive’ just with short 10 minute
tasks exploring vocabulary in this example. Just short snips with learners but some learners are
revisiting the chapters as they are interested to learn more about their industry.

Team Leaders thoughts:
The idea was to streamline learning into one area. To have resources to hand that would engage the
learner and develop their softer Math's and English skills. Creating the channel allowed for learners to
work on extension tasks created solely for hair and beauty scenarios. Only a few learners have been
working with the new channel and tool but have found the task engaging and easy to follow.
Learner Feedback:
Both PL's trialled it with a few learners in 16-18 groups to gain an insight to how the learners found the
tasks/channel we created a forms questionnaire to see how much impact it had with learners.
•
•
•

learners enjoyed the easy access of the resource and could see the link to their chosen subject.
learners began to read again and found the easy attachment of chapters for the key areas of
study handy to access and useful to prepare for exams.
learners found the video links easy to follow and were able to revisit where they left and did not
need to re-watch the video again.

11. FE and HE Teams Assignment and Rubrics – HE Engineering Programme Leader: Oliver Shaw and
Lecturer: Bertin Speaks
Engineering Teams looked at Teams Assignments and rubrics to standardise consistent ways of marking
work and feeding back.
Learner Feedback over Assignment Implementation from Oliver Shaw
Feedback from Further Education learners reflected that having a visual reminder of deadlines and
assignment requirements was useful.
Further Education learners also stated that being able to access feedback as soon as it is available was
very beneficial. They encourage the use of the assignments function going forward.
Higher Education Leaders reflected the same experience as the Further Education learners but did state
that for Higher Maths and Project subjects the current use of personal one to one feedback is preferred.
Also, they stated that due to GDPR on Project and Design units they preferred to submit work directly to
Lecturers to limit exposure.
Lecturer Feedback over Assignment Implementation from Oliver Shaw
For level 3 subjects the assignments function is an excellent resource and staff continue to migrate over
to using it.
For Higher Education Staff consider the assignments function to be extremely beneficial and will
continue to migrate over to using it and reflect on its suitability for each unit as they implement it. For
the Projects unit the continuation of the conventional system is to continue.
The use of the assignments function on Teams also has the added benefit of being able to track students
progress and their engagement, functions allow lecturers to visualise the time spent on the learning
environment and when they view or submit assignments, whether it be on time or late. It enables
lecturers to easily store and access student work and automatically records correspondence and
feedback reducing the need to duplicate written records of learner performance.
Bertin Speak’s GMCG Rubrics Overview Presentation is accessible here Bertin Speaks on Vimeo

Example rubric

12. Additional Action Research Projects. Outcomes will be shared later.

Recorded Video based Tutor formative feedback on Student Practical Production Work – L3 Creative
Arts Programme Leader: Joe Evans

Using digital resources to assist ESOL students to extend their vocabulary - Academic Studies GCSE and
A Level: Lecturer: Tracy Edwards (A Levels)

